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TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

Crash

20-14204

Regency Drive

Violation of
Injunction

20-14065

Lake Ave (City
Hall)

Death

20-14066

Longfellow Drive

Physical
Disturbance

20-14099

Utah Place

Stolen
Vehicle
Recovered

20-14164

Point Pleasant
Drive

Baker Act

20-14250

Threats

20-14303

Wood Haven
Drive
Rickenbacker
Drive

Neighbors reported a single vehicle crash where three subject’s
exited vehicle and ran on foot. A perimeter was established and
Dep. Conway located the three males matching description at the
Rymfire Park. Dep. Conway identified himself and the males fled,
obstructing and resisting him from the execution of his lawful
duties. Two of the males were detained without incident. The other
male was not located. The three males were subsequently
identified. S1 was charged with Resisting w/o violence and
Possession of marijuana 20g or less. Both S2 and S3 were charged
with resisting w/o violence. Reports made.
Female victim advised she has a no contact order against S1 and
that they were involved in a verbal disturbance where he was
chasing her around. Both parties are “homeless” and living in the
woods. Male was located at the dead end of Market Place and was
taken into custody reference the violation of injunction. Reports
made Deputy Ocampo and Deputy Schmidt
RP reported that her mother was located in her bed not breathing.
Rescue pronounced O1 deceased. Nothing suspicious observed.
Report made by Dep. Lentino
RP advising that she was involved in a verbal altercation that turned
physical over her indoor cat. RP advised her roommate attacked her
and left marks on her. Charges signed and forwarded to the SAO.
No physical marks were observed on victim. Report by Deputy Hill
RP calling in advising there is a disabled vehicle on scene with a flat
tire for several days and the owner has not returned. Deputy
arrived on scene to discover the vehicle was reported stolen after
running the vehicle tag. Owner notified and vehicle towed to
Saxons. Vehicle removed from FCIC/NCIC. Supplement report made
Deputy Burchfield
Adult female placed under a Baker Act.
Mother located threatening messages on her daughter’s phone
against a boy. The messages contained plans to jump the boy and
beat him up. The RP wanted to involve law enforcement in case
these threats were credible. Report made Deputy Schmidt

